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President's Message
Hello Members, I hope you were all able to find some time to relax this summer. On behalf 
of the SK Branch Executive, I would like to provide an update of the current branch activities.
The SK Branch Executive continue to navigate through the pandemic. Virtual meetings 
have resumed and work continues to ensure branch business is addressed. The 
current Branch Executive is focused on policy review and revision, education and 
professional development opportunities for members, fiscal review and member 
awards and recognition. The Executive is also excited to work with Briana MacLean, 
newsletter editor for the SK Branch CIPHI Observer. This summer edition is Briana’s 
first edition in her position. Members are encouraged to send newsletter content to 
newsletter@ciphi-sk.ca 
Nimone Campbell continues in her role as the Board of Certification (BOC) rep for SK 
Branch. Nimone is always looking for future BOC examiners and members are 
encouraged to reach out to Nimone for more information.
Waheed Mehmood is the Council of Professional Experience (CoPE) rep for the SK Branch. Waheed has taken over the role
from Peter Ross. Thank you Peter for your time and work as the SK Branch rep.  
The SK Branch Executive have made the difficult decision to not host a 2021 Professional Education and Development
Seminar. As we all work through the pandemic and continue to evaluate the situation, it was decided in the best interest of
members, sponsors and the executive that our next event will be planned in 2022. On a happy note, CIPHI National is
offering virtual education and virtual social events for members to attend. The SK Branch Executive supports these events
and encourages all members to attend.
Work is being done to determine when the 2021 SK Branch Annual General Meeting will be held. Members are encouraged
to check their email for more information when it becomes available.
I am looking forward to working with membership to continue to move the SK Branch forward. If you have comments,
feedback, new ideas or any questions regarding CIPHI SK Branch, please reach out to an Executive member.
Stay healthy and take care,
Ryan Philipation
President – SK Branch
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It is my pleasure to introduce myself as the SK branch newsletter editor. My 

name is Briana MacLean and I am a public health inspector working in the 

Melfort office of the fKTHR. I grew up on Cape Breton Island and attended 

Cape Breton University first studying biology, chemistry and psychology. 

Throughout university I leaned more towards microbiology and 

environmental sciences courses and struggled to figure out what would be 

the next step after getting my BSc. During my breaks from school, I caught 

the travel bug and started doing humanitarian work in developing countries

including Kenya, Ecuador and Dominican Republic.  Some of my biology 

courses overlapped with the public health program classes, and my 

professors knew my passion for clean water and public education and 

recommended I enroll in the Health Sciences program once I finished my 

first degree. I graduated from Cape Breton University in May 2016, completed 

my practicum in Thunder Bay Ontario that summer and certified in fall 2016. 

Wanting to put my degrees to work, I applied for jobs across Canada and 

ended up covering the remaining 10 months of a maternity leave in Nipawin Saskatchewan starting in

May 2017. Saskatchewan was the only province I had never visited – so I figured I would stick out the 10

months on the prairies and then head back east. I fell in love with the province and its people, so when

a permanent job came up in Melfort I applied, and stayed. I got involved in the community coaching

basketball and joining the Melfort Kinettes. I adopted my dog Piper in March 2020 (before pandemic

puppies were cool) and she has been by my side ever since. I look forward to getting back to our new

normal, so I can continue to coach basketball, do more community service with the Kinettes and

getting together with other CIPHI members. 

Meet the editor

Happy Environmental 

Public Health Week 
September 20th to 26th
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Erika Yakiwchuk (PHI) and husband Justin

welcomed Carley Marie to the world on

May 20th.

She made her way into the world at

8:46am, weighing 7lbs 9ozs with a very full

head of hair. Mom and baby are doing

great 

 

 

it's a girl

it's a girl

Kendra Hale, public health inspector in

Estevan, along with boyfriend Ash and big

brother Declan welcomed baby girl Landyn on

March 7th 2021 

Grapevine News 
Saskatchewan Branch

Treena Cottingham was married to Andrew

on August 21 at a small “Covid aware” family

wedding. The weather cooperated and they

were married beside the South

Saskatchewan River at the family farm.

Andrew works for an International

Construction Company. The couple met in

Grade 9 and rekindled a friendship in 2017.

They will make their home in Prince Albert

Newlyweds

Kristin Waroma, Sr. Public Health

Inspector in Weyburn, and her

husband Fred welcomed baby Safiya

to the family on February 28, 2021. Big

sister Ayana and big brother Arie are in

love with their baby sister

its a girl
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By Jennifer Reid

As a Public Health Officer

(PHO) with the

Saskatchewan Health

Authority (SHA), I am

responsible for protecting

the health of the

environment and people of

Saskatchewan by educating

and consulting with the

facilities we routinely inspect

and enforcing the

regulations under The Public

Health Act, 1994. 

Under normal

circumstances, my job is

often complex and

challenging; however, the

COVID-19 pandemic has

brought the demands of

being a PHO to an entirely

new level. In addition to my

routine duties, I’m also

responsible for enforcing the

Public Health Orders and

safety measures implemented

by Dr. Shahab and the

Government of Saskatchewan.

When the pandemic first

began, I couldn’t have foreseen

what my job would be like as

the months went on and

COVID-19 cases increased

across the province. Initially,

many of the emails and calls I

received involved assisting

businesses and the public

navigating the various Orders

and safety measures. Soon

after, calls and emails quickly

changed to responding to a

high volume of ongoing

complaints. There are new

hardships every day, and I’m

often dealing with individuals

refusing to wear masks,

businesses violating public

health orders, positive cases

and close contacts refusing to

self-isolate, and tracking down

positive cases our public health

nursing teams are unable to

contact. These individuals are

often angry and verbally

abusive, and for these reasons,

the pandemic’s impact on my

job as a PHO is taking a toll.

I’m not with my family as often,

and when I come home, I often

feel stressed, frustrated, and

exhausted. Since the spring, my 

fellow PHOs and I have been

working a rotating 24/7 on-

call schedule to address

continual non-compliance

reports, and many PHOs are

having to visit businesses,

such as bars and restaurants,

late at night on weekends.

As a result, I often wish that

those who think the safety

measures are infringing on

their freedoms or that

COVID-19 isn’t “real” could

see everyone’s tireless efforts

trying to prevent the

transmission of this life-

threatening virus.

For me, the challenges I face

daily as a PHO are a

powerful reminder that we

must continue to work

together to overcome this

pandemic and the impact

that it’s having on all of us.

We all play a vital role in the

fight against COVID-19. The

work that everyone at the

SHA does is critical to

protecting our community

and the health services we

should never take for

granted. We should all feel

very proud of the role we

play in our ongoing

commitment to health and

safety.

 

COVID-19| Faces of the Fight: Jennifer Reid, Public Health Officer
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by Treena Cottingham 

During the COVID-19 Pandemic First Nations EPHO’s ( Environmental Public Health Officers) had the

unique roll of enforcement of self isolation and mass gathering investigation/enforcement. EPHO’s

typically provide more of an educational and inspection role to First Nations. This came about when

enforcement was open to EPHO’s through the Public Health Order. Ticketing however, was not.

 

At NITHA the EHA ( Environmental Health Advisor) assisted with tracking complaints and with

tracking the three steps to enforcement of the Order: Verbal Warning, Written Warning and Detention

Orders.

 

Partner EPHO’s assisted CHN’s ( Community Health Nurses) in community with verbal

warnings/education and requesting written warnings and hand delivering them from NITHA, along

with investigating gatherings.

 

When a client was willfully non compliant, the EHA at NITHA or CHN contacted the local RCMP for the

community and asked for assistance. The Chief and Council in each community was encouraged to

contact the local RCMP to set criteria for ticketing. The RCMP in all remote communities were always

quick to respond, received the requests for monitoring, warning letter delivery or Detention orders very

expeditiously and professionally. They showed true concern for officer safety and community/client

safety and outbreak containment.

 

Once the client was detained by Detention Order, the NITHA EHA and the RCMP detachment worked

closely with Corrections Transport ( Sherriff’s) to transport clients – after health assessment- to the

detention center. Transportation was not without concern with storms and the sheer length of the

journey from the far east side of the Province as well as vehicle sanitation. In some cases, flights had to

be arranged which presented a whole new group of challenges.

 

All in all, working with these agencies was very positive as all agencies were always willing to look at

alternatives and willing to communicate at all hours of the day or night.

FIRST NATIONS COVID-19 ENFORCEMENT WITH RCMP
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SK Branch Life Members Update 

GORDON BUTTON

Gordon will be 93 in September!

He is recovering from a fall a year and a half ago. He spent some time in Wascana Rehab to get healed up. He is still

living in his own suite in the same retirement home in Emerald Park. Gordon is still the same - upbeat and positive!

Gordon appreciated the opportunity to update membership. He too kept an interest in the inspector’s role in COVID.

 

 Deceased  Life Members 
♦ Mr. Francis Peters ♦ Mr. Ned Helfrick ♦ Mr. Aubrey A. Ball ♦ 

♦ Mr. Chas. Sutton ♦ Mr. Mansell H. Kennedy ♦       

DOUG TERRY

“As a retired PHI I’ve watched

with interest the challenges

the inspectors had with Covid.

I’ve stayed in touch with many

retired SrPHI’s. We are anxious

for another reunion! I’ve stayed

busy with city council going

into my 20th year on City

Council. Enjoying a stress free

life style and some lake time.”

Way to go Doug! Sounds like

you have it figured out!

 

KEN CROSS

Ken is into his 32nd year as a

PHI in Weyburn. Ken is back

on the SK Branch Executive

offering the history of the

Branch and CIPHI to the

other Executive Members.

Ken enjoyed some lake time

this summer after a busy

year chasing COVID work.

 

 

In Memoriam 
Crystal Bull 

It is with a profound sadness that I share the news of the sudden

and untimely passing of our dear friend and colleague Crystal Bull.

Crystal passed away suddenly in January. Crystal, who was originally

from Goodfish Lake, was an Environmental Public Health Officer

who had recently joined the FNIHB Alberta Health Protection Team

to help support our First Nations communities in the Covid-19

response. Crystal was a dedicated and well respected public health

professional who had worked in the field for close to 20 years,

providing direct service and support to First Nations Communities in

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. Crystal was well known in the

public health field and amongst her peers and colleagues as a very

warm, friendly and outgoing person. She will be sincerely missed by

all of us and we would collectively like to pass on our condolences to

her family.
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Provincial Board of Certification 

Exam Coordinator Report
Submitted by Nimone Campbell 

 
January 

Number of sitting candidates: 3

Number of examiners: 11

 

 

 
COVID-19 continued to have a significant impact on the 2021 Board of Certification (BOC) examinations. Instead of

the usual two exam sittings, the BOCs held three exam dates to make up for the missed exam in 2020. BOC

exams were scheduled for January 20, April 28 and October 27, 2021.

As with the September 2020 exams, the threat of a government enforced shut down lingered as the third wave

hit Saskatchewan and across Canada. Fortunately, even with increased public health restrictions and Public

Health Orders in place, Saskatchewan was able to hold in person exams in January at Temple Garden’s Mineral

Spa in Moose Jaw. To ensure the safety of the examiners and candidates, precautions were taken which included

but was not limited to temperature checks and screening upon arrival; socially distancing the exam panel from

each other and their candidate during the exam; and minimizing contact with the same objects. When this was

not possible or practical, hand hygiene was encouraged and objects and surfaces were disinfected between uses.

Candidates and examiners also wore masks during the exams. This was as per the Masking Order, coming into

effect November 2020, mandating masking in all indoor public places. 

Ontario and New Brunswick were not as fortunate as Saskatchewan and the other provinces as to hold in person

exams in January. Increased number of cases and hospitalizations, lead to further public health restrictions, which

forced the two provinces to cancel their exams for the second time. Once again, candidates were left without a

chance to certify. As a result, discussions among the BOC chair/co-chair, coordinators and SK representatives were

held to determine how best to avoid future exam cancelations due to the pandemic. The solution was to plan for

both in person AND virtual exams while leaving the choice as to which type of exam to host, to the discretion of

each provincial exam coordinator. Ultimately, the final decision was based on current public health restrictions in

place and the coordinator’s comfort level to facilitate the exams safely.  

In March, the Public Health Order was updated to close public facilities and limit-gathering sizes even further in

Regina and area. For fear the rest of the province could follow suit, it was decided Saskatchewan would hold their

BOC exams virtually. Planning for virtual exams had its challenges but also some advantages. On the plus side,

with the barrier of travel removed there was an increase in the number of volunteer examiners. Since the process

was new to candidates, examiners and the coordinator, there was more emphasis on training sessions. This

included the mandatory virtual training sessions for both candidates and examiners as well as the encouraged

BOC training workshop. On the other hand, the main challenge was accommodating for technical difficulties.

This was done by ensuring candidates and examiners were familiar with the Zoom application (via training

sessions), arranging for IT support during the exam (CIPHI national office) and having back up examiners on

standby just in case. I am happy to report there were no significant IT difficulties during the exams. 

April 

Number of sitting candidates: 3

Number of examiners: 15

Number of standby examiners: 4

 

October

Number of sitting candidates: TBA

Number of examiners: TBA

2021 Exam Schedule 
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In closing, I would like to send a huge THANK YOU to all the candidates and examiners for your patience and

support as I navigated through the many process changes involved with hosting BOCs during COVID-19.

Congratulations to the candidates for staying committed to your goals and preserving through the certification

process under these extreme circumstances. As I am sure most certified PHIs remember (or try to forget),

certification is already a stressful and grueling process, but then add a pandemic… Be proud for staying the

course. I would also like to recognize and thank the written and oral examiners who volunteered even with

competing COVID-19 demands. As always, I appreciate your past and continued participation to ensure

candidates have the opportunity to certify.

Thank you!

Nimone Campbell has been working as a Public Health Inspector for the past 18 years. After attending

University of Regina for a couple of semesters, Nimone transferred to Ryerson Polytechnic University and

enrolled into the School of Occupational and Environmental Health program. The program sparked her

interest due to the wide variety of topics covered in the one curriculum. She hoped this meant the career

would be just as diverse. She was not disappointed. Nimone graduated with a Bachelor of Applied Science

Degree in 2003 and completed her practicum at Oxford County located in Woodstock, Ontario. When her

practicum ended, the position extended to cover a paternal leave. As a recipient of the Government of

Saskatchewan’s bursary program, Nimone returned home to Saskatchewan to start her career. In 2004,

Nimone joined Five Hills Health Region’s Public Health Inspection team in Moose Jaw, SK as a student Public

Health Inspector. She certified later that year in Regina and has been based out of Moose Jaw ever since.

Nimone is the current Board of Certification Exam Coordinator on behalf of CIPHI SK Branch. A position she

has held since 2019. She is also the president of the Saskatchewan Caribbean Canadian Association, the dance

coordinator for the Caribe Folk Arts Dance Troupe, on New Dance Horizon’s board of directors and mostly

importantly, a proud mother to her two beautiful girls, Kyra (19) and Savana (15). It has been an exciting and

fulfilling career and Nimone is excited to see what the future holds. 

Cope update
CoPE Update: 2020 CoPE Audits 100 % completed. CIPHI office already sent out pass/fails emails to members.

This year there were 2 independent reviews conducted on the members professional development hours

entries and members can review the appeal policy for next steps. 

Thanks,

Waheed Mehmood

 

Waheed Mehmood is currently working as a Public Health Inspector for the Saskatchewan Health Authority in

Regina. He received his Master in Entomology and Bachelor of Applied Science. Occupational and Public

Heath from Ryerson University. 

He has been a member of CIPHI since 2010 and a CoPE member since 2021. He received the Assistant Deputy

Minister Excellence and Merit Award in 2013 while working on the Southern Alberta Response Team in an

Environmental Health Officer-trainee position with First Nations and Inuit Health Branch - Alberta. Waheed

loves his profession and wants to focus on improving skills, knowledge about environmental health issues.

In his spare time he enjoys spending time with his beautiful family - 14 year old daughter Eman, 7 year old

twin boys Hasan and Emad and a 5 year old daughter Nadia. 
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Monday September 20, 2021 @ 12:30 PM EST - Food Should Fuel, Not Drag you Down With Deanna

Rose - Optimize your energy & mood by choosing foods that make your body feel good.

 

Tuesday September 21st @ 12:30pm EST - Laughter Wellness with Salimah Kassim-Lakha - Laugh,

clap and breathe your way to health and wellbeing.  

Wednesday September 22nd @ 12:30pm EST - Innersize a Mindful Approach to Fitness by Peter

Pereira - Come join me for a guided 45 minute mindful fitness class.

  

Thursday September 23rd @ 8PM EST - Virtual Wine Tasting with The Flying Somm , Ryan Sullivan -

The theme of this wine tasting will be "Learn how to taste wine like a Sommelier" - Cost: *$50 Per

Person + HST + processing fee* (NOT PDH Eligible)

 

Registration and login information for sessions is available on social media (ie CIPHI Facebook) and

has also been sent out on listserv.  Please contact me for any questions or clarifications & check for

additional monthly sessions on social media and through the national listserv. To sign up for the

national listserv mailing list visit https://list.web.net/lists/listinfo/ciphi-national-news 

 <https://list.web.net/lists/listinfo/ciphi-national-news>

CIPHI Virtual Educations Opportunities

Upcoming Events 
 - Environmental Public Health Week - September 19th to 26th.

 - CIPHI National AGM - November 15th.

 - CIPHI SK Branch AGM - Fall of 2021. Date to be determined

Member Russell Scott is offering a Food Safe Course for Cancer happening on

October 12th in support of C95’s Radio Marathon for Breast Cancer Research. 100%

of the registration fees support the C95’s Radio Marathon for Breast Cancer

Research! This is Russell’s 3rd time doing this course and total to date is $17 short of

$8,000!! Way to go Russell.
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Name: Abimbola Olaobaju
What office do you work at: Saskatoon Health Region

What school did you attend : FNUC

Year of certification: 2020

Why did you want to become a PHI: As a young child growing up in a country 

(Nigeria) the largest populated in Africa. I used to see Environmental Health 

Officers in their uniforms during the sanitation day commanding people to keep 

their environment clean and anyone who violate will be punished under the laws. 

During the time of enforcing the laws, they usually saying “Prevention is cheaper 
than cure” that we are trying to save lives, so for this reasons, I wish to myself to 

become one of them in the future. So in 2004, I became Environmental Health 

Officer where I was exposed to a number of opportunities for growth and 

development with in the fields of Food safety, Occupational Health and Safety, 

Epidemiology Disease Control, Waste Management, Infection Control, Health 

Education, Water Quality and Housing Inspection.

Because of the passion that I have for the field of Environmental Health, I have to 

further my career in the same line when I moved from Nigeria to Canada in 2015. 

Some people advised me to go for Nursing that they make a lots of money but I 

told them that I want to become Canadian Public Health Inspector.

I’m among the first pioneer student of After Degree program of Environmental Health Science at the First Nation

University. Regina SK in 2016 and I was certified in Sept. 2020. Though I have passed through a lot of challenges in

fulfill my dream job in Canada but today, I’m glad to be called PHI. Since 2018 that I have graduated from the

University, I have been able to work at the Regina Qu’Appelle Heath Region, Prairie North Health Region and

currently in Saskatoon Health Region. During COVID-19 pandemic, I worked tremendously as a redeployment PHI

to different regions in Saskatchewan to help them clear a lot of back lock inspection within the time framed.

Favourite part of your job: Public Eating Establishment, Swimming Pool, Personal Services, Group Homes and Day

Care, Food Safety training.

Where did you grow up: Abuja, Nigeria

Family, Hobbies and interests: I’m happily married and blessed with wonderful kids. Hobbies- Travelling and

dancing

Member Spotlight 
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Phi Pham
I currently work in Rosetown as a PHI, and plan on completing

a Master’s project within the next two years at USask. I

attended Ryerson University in Toronto, completed my

practicum at Algoma Public Health and became certified in

February of 2021. As a new inspector, my transition from

Ontario to Saskatchewan was tough due to some differences in

public health legislation and the large number of programs

offered in Saskatchewan. Under the guidance and leadership of

Kevin Kapell and Kari Engele-Carter, they made my transition

easier and I am very thankful for their support. I first became

aware of the field during my work at a food microbiology

laboratory at the University of Guelph, and later from my

cousin, a PHI in Toronto. What attracted me to become a PHI

was the application of my learning in Microbiology and my

general interest in the field of public health. What I enjoy most

about the job is the independence and varying daily tasks, but

with a focus on the team/agency goals. I was born in Vietnam,

and grew up in Oakville/Hamilton, ON. My hobbies have now

transitioned to cooking, gardening, reading and listening to

random podcasts. I attend the occasional rec sports, but my

main interests are photography, travelling to different places

and finance.

Stephen Clarke 

What office do you work at: North Battleford 

What school did you attend : First Nations University

Year of certification: 2021

I want to emulate my mentor, Kari Engele-Carter, while I was 

in my practicum. Now that I’ve been enjoying the job, I get to

 enjoy the fact that it is almost exactly the best part of what 

my parents do. I’m right down the middle of a nurse with 

community out-reach and a resource officer (diabetes 

educator and conservation officer respectively). 

Favourite part of your job: Talking with the operator who 

understand why changes need to be made and how we can 

both achieve their success. 

Where did you grow up: Buffalo Narrows, SK. 

Family, Hobbies and interests: My family is wonderful all around. I have a

life partner whom I adore. I greatly enjoy video games, the sport of

mixed martial arts, and many forms of media, mostly movies and

audiobooks. 
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Name: Ken Longmore
What office do you work at: Moose Jaw Family Wellness Centre

What school did you attend: BCIT

Year of certification: 1989

Why did you want to become a PHI:

It’s been many years since I started my journey as a Public Health Inspector. Graduated from BCIT in 1989 and

took a job in Medicine Hat where I spent my entire career of 32 years. Started as a student in 1989 and spent

the last ten years as the Environmental Public Health Manager in Medicine Hat. In 2021 I made the decision

to leave Alberta Health Services as the management role took its toll on me. I wasn’t sure that an “old” public

health inspector was still employable but realized quickly that “old = experience” is very employable. A huge

thank you to Travis P for giving me the opportunity to work back in the field. I’ve loved every minute of it since

my start in May 2021

Favorite part of your job:

My favorite part of the job right now is getting back in the field, doing inspections, meeting and helping

people, and solving problems. The inspectors in the Moose Jaw office continue to help me with the transition

between Ab and Sask. I thank them for their daily support and willingness to answer my ongoing questions.

Public health principles always remain the same however how we get to the end point through legislation,

regulations, standards and processes is much different here in Sask. The old saying ” it’s hard to teach an old

dog new tricks” but as I said earlier I’m enjoying every minute of it.

Are you interested in volunteering with the branch? Do you have ideas for advocacy:

In my years in Alberta I have acted as the South Zone Councilor for CIPHI as well as spent time on the

Examiners Board. I know that these jobs are sometimes hard to fill however I feel I have done my time in this

area.

Where did you grow up:

I was born in Moose Jaw but grew up in Central Alberta in a small town called Hanna. Unfortunately the town

is well known as the home of Nickleback, not me. ☺ I do remember these young boys at the swimming pool

during my summers as a lifeguard.

Family, Hobbies and interests:

I am a hockey enthusiast. Played a few years of junior, college and senior hockey. Organized a hockey game in

Medicine Hat between the Sask Branch and the Alberta Branch a few years back. It was all for fun but for

those wondering the SK team came away with an easy win. I think our AB team held its own on the social

side of the event.

 I have worked for the past twenty years for the Medicine Hat Tigers in the WHL doing minor official jobs such

as time keeping, stats and most recently, online scoring. In addition to that I am also a scout for the AJHL

Drumheller Dragons.

I love CFL football and can't wait to see some Roughrider games
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Name: Raj Thathibhai
What office do you work at: Swift Current (Cypress

Health Unit)

What school did you attend: Concordia University of

Edmonton

Year of certification: 2017

Why did you want to become a PHI: I became a PHI

because environmental health is based upon science,

 has varied topics, new learnings everyday, both office

and field work with travelling and lots of social 

interaction 

Favourite part of your job: My favourite part of the job

is to conduct varied types of inspections, problem

solving of the clients, new challenges and learnings in

the job. I enjoy the ever increasing workload of the job.

Where did you grow up: I was born and raised in India. 

Family, Hobbies and interests: I am married and have

two daughters aged 13 years and 8 years. I spend time

reading, running, playing badminton and swimming ,

gardening and spending time with my friends. 

Name: Chinwendu Olike 

What office do you work at: Saskatchewan Health Authority – Swift

Current 

What school did you attend: FNUC

Year of certification: 2021

Why did you want to become a PHI: I love helping out with public

health issues in my community. 

Favourite part of your job: Travelling, meeting new people,

educating them on health issues and answering their questions to

the best of my ability. 

Are you interested in volunteering with the branch? Do you have

ideas for advocacy: It will be interesting to volunteer with the

branch. I have done some advocacy activities in the past.  

Where did you grow up: I grew up in Nigeria, West Africa 

Family, Hobbies and interests: having recreational time with my

kids. 
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